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Introduction

Climate change is the most difficult collective action problem the world has ever faced. The activities
responsible for greenhouse-gas emissions are central to our modern way of life, and the uncertain
effects of climate change will disproportionately fall on future generations that have no say in current
decision-making processes.1 Climate change is also a difficult challenge because it cannot be addressed by governments alone—it depends on coordination with private actors and nongovernmental organizations.2
To combat this problem, governments have been working toward developing a new climate
agreement. The last global climate agreement, the Kyoto Protocol, will fail to meet its modest goal of
reducing greenhouse gas emissions of industrialized countries when its first commitment period expires in 2012. The United Nations held a conference in Copenhagen in December 2009, marking
one of the last opportunities for the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) to
produce a binding treaty to succeed Kyoto.
It became clear in the run-up to Copenhagen that negotiations would not produce a binding treaty,
but a nonbinding agreement was salvaged in the waning days of the conference. Negotiated with a
handful of countries—including the BASIC coalition of rising powers Brazil, South Africa, India, and
China—the accord set the stage for ambitious action by both developed and developing countries.
The accord relies mostly on domestic actions by countries that are subject to international review. It
also promises the transfer of resources from rich countries to those most vulnerable to climate
change.
The Copenhagen conference provides important lessons for future international cooperation on
climate change. The UNFCCC meeting showed that global conferences (with hundreds of governments and thousands of observers) focused on elaborating international treaties are not conducive to
substantive breakthroughs. Moving forward, countries must diversify the institutions and instruments they use to pursue effective climate governance. In short, climate change requires complementary action in smaller negotiating venues; parallel domestic efforts; and a wider range of formal and
informal, bilateral and multilateral, institutions.3
Global climate change institutions collectively need to perform five core functions to successfully
reduce greenhouse gases and enhance the world’s capacity to deal with the effects of climate change:
1. provide scientific information about the problem, causes, and likely consequences;
2. coordinate international policies;
3. mobilize and disperse finance and technology to support mitigation and adaptation;
4. monitor and evaluate compliance; and
5. develop emissions-trading schemes compatible across regions and nations.
The international community needs to take advantage of Copenhagen’s aftermath to identify
which institutions are best suited to perform these five core tasks. For the UNFCCC process in general, and the winter 2010 Cancun meeting in particular, this means incorporating more sites of deliberation. While the UNFCCC will remain a central hub for discussion of climate adaptation, these
five core functions may largely be addressed by other forums.4
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Copenhagen and Its Aftermath: What Next?

At the 2007 Conference of the Parties (COP) in Bali, delegates agreed to pursue a successor “outcome” to the Kyoto Protocol by 2009. More specific goals for 2009 included progress on targets and
timetables for emissions reductions beyond 2012, some form of commitments by developing countries, financial assistance to developing countries for adaptation and mitigation, rules for incorporating avoided deforestation as part of climate change mitigation, and procedures for monitoring and
reporting efforts to mitigate climate change.
In the months leading up to the Copenhagen conference, governments realized that these ambitious goals needed to be scaled back. The financial crisis made it more difficult for countries to set
aside resources to address climate change. Moreover, the Obama administration had just taken office
and could not be ready by December 2010 to commit to a new international treaty. Negotiators ultimately decided against a legally binding treaty at the conference, settling instead on a nonbinding
agreement. Even once the agreement was reached, it required consensus approval to receive the
blessing of the participating countries. Vociferous objections from a handful of obstructionist countries forced organizers to craft a last-minute fudge: the final statement from the conference only
“took note” of the accord.
Yet the final accord did make some progress. While the commitments are voluntary, countries that
signaled their support for the accord—including developing countries that are listed as “Non-Annex
I” countries (they have no emission reduction targets) under the Kyoto Protocol—agreed to implement mitigation actions consistent with the view that the increase in global temperature should be
below two degrees Celsius.5 Developing countries also agreed to report their actions every two years
subject to “international consultation and analysis.”6 For their part, developed countries (“Annex I”
countries) agreed to quantified, economy-wide emissions targets for 2020, with each country setting
its own goals.7 Developed countries also pledged to mobilize funds for developing countries for
adaptation and mitigation, and to support projects that avoid deforestation. They committed to “faststart” finance for the 2010–2012 period, approaching $30 billion over the three years, as well as a
longer-term commitment to mobilize $100 billion per year from both public and private sources by
2020. They pledged that much of this money should be directed through a new Copenhagen Green
Climate Fund.8
The procedural obstacles that emerged in the Copenhagen conference underscore the inadequacy
of the UNFCCC process. The UNFCCC remains useful as a universal venue in which all nations
have a voice, but centralizing climate policy through the 192-party forum has created too many
choke-points for effective action. Indeed, the outcome of Copenhagen has allowed the international
community to shake off the mental monopoly of the UNFCCC process by revealing that concrete
policy innovation is more likely to occur through a combination of state action, flexible “minilateral”
cooperation among major players, and increasingly through action by private actors. Different national systems of governance are emerging alongside experimental initiatives at the multilateral,
transnational, subnational, and private levels to reward climate-friendly activity. While David Victor
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sees this as a bottom-up, “Madisonian” approach to climate governance, the term “multilevel” perhaps captures these emergent properties better.9
Instead of being overly preoccupied with a single venue, functions in climate governance should
migrate to the most effective settings and frameworks. Restoring the credibility of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), exploring new venues for climate coordination, mobilizing
fast-start climate financing, depoliticizing the review process, and elaborating the rules for system
linkage would better achieve the five core functions of climate governance.
INFORMATION
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, a multinational scientific body tasked with assessing climate change and its effects, is the leading voice on climate science. It has, for the most part, performed admirably in assessing the science of climate change, as well as its causes and consequences.
Its four assessment reports—from 1990, 1995, 2001, and 2007—are authoritative summaries of the
state of climate science. Because the IPCC’s final summary document for policymakers is reviewed
by national delegations, scientists involved in the IPCC tend to be cautious about their claims, potentially understating the scientific community’s assessment of the severity of climate change.10
In the final months of 2009 and 2010, concerted efforts by naysayers embarrassed the IPCC by
highlighting a few flaws in the IPCC’s two-thousand-page 2007 report and publicizing emails from
British scientists who were portrayed (largely unfairly) as attempting to hide uncertainty and punish
dissent within the panel. The resulting charges of bias created a significant public relations problem
for the IPCC, which relies on its credibility for its stock-in-trade.11
In part, these minor problems are an inevitable product of the IPCC process. The IPCC is a tiny
organization. With a full-time staff of only about ten, employed at the World Meteorological Organization, most of its expert work is carried out by thousands of volunteer scientists. The massive
process of aggregating research and incorporating it in a lengthy report is intended to synthesize the
main findings of peer-reviewed scientific literature. The IPCC divides its work into three working
groups: one on the physical science of climate change, a second on the effects of climate change, and a
third on mitigation options. Its fourth assessment report brought together 450 lead authors, 800 contributing authors, and three stages of review that included submissions by 2,500 expert reviewers.
While the IPCC process needs to ensure the final product has as few errors as possible, some typos
and poor sourcing are unavoidable.12
In response to the spate of criticism about particular findings in previous reports, the IPCC and its
government patrons formed an outside panel to review the IPCC’s practices and identify areas for
improvement. In July 2010, several independent reviews cleared British and American scientists of
any wrongdoing, and the broader review of the IPCC is expected in August 2010. These reviews will
likely help restore the credibility of the scientific community, though concerns still remain about the
transparency of the IPCC’s process.13 It is also important to note that the IPCC’s main conclusions
have consistently been supported by parallel reviews from national scientific bodies, including a series of 2010 reports from the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS). 14
These facts notwithstanding, the IPCC must take pains to restore the credibility of its work as it
prepares for the fifth assessment, which will come out in 2014. While some critics are inherently
skeptical that climate change is real, both the public and political leaders may find the IPCC findings
to be more trustworthy if they have more knowledge about how the IPCC process works. IPCC
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Chairman Rajendra Pachauri has vacillated in his advice to IPCC-affiliated scientists, at times acting
as if scientists should shield themselves from the media. Pachauri should fully embrace openness to
public scrutiny, as there is nothing to hide. In the meantime, national leaders, through their science
advisers, should publicly defend the scientific process and the main tenor of IPCC findings. The
IPCC is, after all, created by states and is extremely useful to governments of the world as they seek to
understand climate change and its potential impacts, and learn how to lessen its severity.
COORDINATION
The UNFCCC secretariat is responsible for receiving each country’s reports on the implementation
of the convention and for coordinating climate negotiations, including interim meetings of the subsidiary bodies between the annual COP.15 While the secretariat’s staff is generally regarded as competent and professional, the politicization of climate change severely circumscribes the secretariat’s
power.16
The UNFCCC’s constituency is essentially the entire world, and the secretariat must balance different viewpoints—an especially tall order given the diversity of preferences on climate change policy. As an instrument of states, the secretariat cannot set the policy agenda. At best, it can play an indirect role in the process by serving the chairperson of the annual climate negotiations, including writing draft negotiations if the chair so requests. Moreover, consensus-based rules constrain the
UNFCCC, further privileging states that oppose action to address climate change.17 Other venues
may provide more manageable settings for coordinating agreements. For example, in March 2010,
French president Nicolas Sarkozy hosted a summit on deforestation, involving fifty-four countries
representing the locations of the main forest basins and major donors.18 The gathering mobilized an
additional $1 billion in pledges to this effort, over and above the $3.5 billion committed in Copenhagen.19 Other venues may prove to be equally productive. Robert Stavins, for example, suggests
emerging emitters like Mexico and South Korea—hosts of this year’s meetings of the COP and
Group of Twenty (G20) respectively—can serve as arbiters between developed and developing
countries by virtue of their affinities to both camps.20
In the future, states should rely more often on venues other than the UNFCCC to help coordinate
global climate policy. The G20 should follow up on its previous discussions on climate change, namely its pledge to work on removing energy subsidies. China and the United States, sometimes called
the Group of Two (G2), should focus on implementing the various technology initiatives agreed
upon during President Obama’s November 2010 visit to Beijing. The Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) or a joint meeting between the European Union (EU) and
the United States might be conducive arenas to discuss the circumstances under which border tax
adjustments could be compatible with free trade (particularly because the politics of the World Trade
Organization may not support productive discussion).21
Equally important in post-Copenhagen climate governance are informal venues focused on implementation strategies. Unlike Kyoto, which required a threshold of ratifications to enter into force,
Copenhagen was immediately operational. More than 120 countries—representing more than 85
percent of the world’s greenhouse-gas emissions and including all of the BASIC countries—have
expressed some form of support for the accord.22 Freed from the perceived hegemony of the UN
process, states initiated a flurry of improvisational activity in March 2010 to move the process forward. For example, Mexico hosted the first of a series of informal and formal meetings in anticipation
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of COP-16 in Cancun, which will take place at the end of 2010. Around the same time, the EU and
the so-called Umbrella Group met in Spain to discuss next steps.23 And countries like Colombia and
Australia convened the so-called Cartagena meeting to stiffen the resolve of several smaller countries
that support more robust action to address climate change.24 Several meetings were also held in Europe on forests and short- and long-term financing. In short, the negotiating landscape has changed
from a single dialogue about promises of future action to multiple discussions about ongoing action.
To enhance efficiency, such smaller forums should invite the smallest number of actors necessary
to resolve the specific problem under discussion, a process that David Victor calls “variable geometry.”25 In the case of climate change, twenty to thirty states emit about three quarters of greenhousegases, with China and the United States generating sizable emissions of greenhouse gases through
the burning of fossil fuels or, in the case of Brazil and Indonesia, through deforestation.26 The challenges ahead are to shift the main locus of climate decision-making to these smaller groups and to
ensure that the narrower forums complement the UNFCCC process.
Unfortunately, some of the leading alternative venues have problems of their own, either in terms
of legitimacy or capacity. The Major Economies Forum (MEF), originally created by the George W.
Bush administration as the Major Economies Meeting, is seen internationally as U.S.-dominated and
may have trouble generating buy-in among countries like China and India.27 The G20, which has become the successor organization to the Group of Eight (G8) in dealing with global economic challenges, has a full agenda dealing with the repercussions of the financial crisis. Other organizations,
like the International Energy Agency (IEA), do not include major consuming nations like China and
India because OECD membership is a prerequisite for inclusion.28
Moving forward, the UNFCCC can still serve as a means to take stock and identify deficiencies in
different substantive arenas—particularly best practices and opportunities for emulation and coordination. The UNFCCC process should also remain the focal point for adaptation, as it provides opportunities for poor countries likely to be disproportionately affected by climate change to express
their concerns. Keeping this in mind, the UNFCCC needs to simultaneously embrace other venues
and identify a constructive process to engage with their efforts, while facilitating a transparent flow
of information among them (see Table 1 for a summary of these observations).
Table 1: Alternative Coordination Venues

Major Economies Forum (MEF)

Group of Twenty (G20)

Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean
Development and Climate (APP)

Advantages
Smaller body than the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), includes seventeen top emitters
responsible for nearly threequarters of global emissions.
Smaller body than UNFCCC,
includes most of the world’s top
emitters.
Smaller body than UNFCCC,
includes United States, China,
and India.

Disadvantages
Created by the United States
and may lack sufficient legitimacy.

Agenda is full given global economic crisis fallout.
Created by the United States
and may lack sufficient legitimacy. Might be too small and
be moribund.
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International Energy Agency
(IEA)

Smaller body than UNFCCC,
includes many of the world’s
top emitters.

Group of Two (G2)

Focused on two most important emitters.

Membership rules require eligibility for membership in the
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development
(OECD), which precludes Chinese membership on the basis
of wealth/democratization and
India on the basis of wealth.
Does not include all major
emitting countries.
Deep tensions between the
United States and China.
China may prefer broader
group of countries with which
to ally. If not Group of SeventySeven (G77), at least the
BASIC countries.

FINANCING AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Addressing climate change will be expensive, for two reasons in particular. First, the international
community will need to finance adaptation efforts to help developing countries adjust to the alreadychanging climate.29 Second, the international community will need to finance the development of
new low-carbon technologies that can serve modern needs without producing as many greenhousegases.
Unfortunately, funding for both goals is currently falling short. Estimates suggest that developing
countries may need tens of billions of dollars per year to adapt to climate change, but the total adaptation funds collected by international organizations are in the low hundreds of millions. Meanwhile,
“green finance” (such as funds for energy efficiency, weatherizing homes, and investments in renewable energy) comprised a significant portion of domestic stimulus packages in the wake of the 2008
financial crisis by China, the United States, and countries in Europe—but these funds are orders of
magnitude larger than monies set aside for adaptation and emissions-reductions in developing countries.30
The World Bank administers many of the existing donor-supported funds for climate purposes. Its
resources are typically distributed through the Global Environment Facility (GEF); a trust fund for
disaster risk reduction; another pilot fund for avoided deforestation; a variety of funds through the
World Bank’s Carbon Finance Unit; and the Climate Investment Funds, which the World Bank manages for several international financial institutions.31 The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM),
which the UNFCCC oversees, also leverages funds from the developed world, allowing actors to
meet their greenhouse-gas commitments through project-based investments in the developing
world. A portion of the proceeds from the sale of CDM credits supports the adaptation fund managed by the GEF.
But both the GEF and the CDM have come under fire. The GEF is the principal vehicle for adaptation and mitigation finance for developing countries, but developing countries see it as too tightly
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controlled by the World Bank and the governments of rich countries.32 There are also serious questions about the GEF’s capacity constraints and whether they could be ameliorated with greater funding.33 Meanwhile, the approval process for CDM projects is slow and expensive because each project
has to demonstrate that it offers more emissions reductions than would be achieved under businessas-usual.34 The CDM also has been criticized for rewarding unscrupulous behavior (China has been
singled out for gaming the system by investing in outmoded technology and subsequently being paid
exorbitant amounts to eliminate the source of emissions).35 Moreover, some worthwhile projects,
including projects that prevent forests from being cut down in the first place (so-called avoided deforestation schemes), are not eligible for credits under the CDM.
At the COP in December 2009, donor countries created the Copenhagen Green Climate Fund
and pledged almost $30 billion between 2010 and 2012 in so-called short-term or fast-start financing
for mitigation and adaptation in developing countries. By 2020, donors pledged that these totals
would reach $100 billion from public and private sources.36 Nevertheless, it remains unclear where
these funds will come from, how they will be distributed between countries, and who will manage
them. On the adaptation side, some possible projects include disaster management capacity, earlywarning systems, investments in drought-resistant agriculture, support for more disaster-resilient
urban infrastructure, and enhanced capacity in climate monitoring and meteorological stations. On
the mitigation side, early priorities include supporting efforts to reduce emissions from deforestation.
Countries appear to be unilaterally determining what proportion of the funds they believe constitutes a fair contribution to climate finance. Japan pledged $15 billion between 2010 and 2012, while
Europe pledged about $10 billion. The Obama administration has planned to spend about $2.4 billion on international climate finance in 2010 and 2011, but its plans for 2012 are unknown. Financing for the United States’ longer-term commitments may be contingent on the increasingly unlikely
passage of domestic climate legislation, with draft bills in Congress setting aside credits from emissions-trading schemes for international purposes (including reduced emissions for deforestation and
adaptation).37 So far, most donor countries appear poised to try to make good on the short-term financial commitments made in Copenhagen, though potentially through diverting existing foreign
assistance or counting previously announced commitments as climate finance. As for longer-term
financing, UN secretary-general Ban Ki-moon convened a high-level advisory group in late March to
discuss how to finance the larger, longer-run financial commitments made in Copenhagen.38
If donors are ultimately serious about meeting their Copenhagen commitments, they must move
quickly to make financial pledges to developing countries a budgetary priority and justify their significance to domestic publics—a difficult task in this uncertain and unfavorable fiscal climate where
industrialized countries are already cutting their budgets. At the same time, leaders need to identify
the processes, purposes, and institutions that can handle the resources without replicating the worst
practices of traditional foreign assistance programs. The appropriate institutional homes for and approaches to climate finance remain contentious.
In the run-up to the next COP, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank will continue to have an important role to play in climate finance. The executive board of the IMF should revisit its March 2010 decision against moving forward on a green fund using Special Drawing Rights
(SDRs) to sell bonds.39 In parallel, the World Bank’s shareholders should challenge it to make climate
considerations more central to its entire portfolio. A debate will surely ensue, for example, over
whether the World Bank should finance cleaner coal or avoid coal altogether, particularly in light of
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the World Bank’s April 2010 decision to support a controversial $3.75 billion loan package for South
Africa’s Medupi “clean coal” plant.40
In the coming years, the international community will need to manage the expectations that developing countries have for swift delivery of climate finance through foreign assistance. Going into Copenhagen, developing countries had unreasonable expectations about the quantities of finance that
would be made available. Donors in general are not only less generous than developing countries
want but lack the capacity to transfer large quantities of money or technology. Over the past several
years, a number of developing countries have highlighted their needs through their National Adaptation Programs for Action (NAPAs) and Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions (NAMAs),41
which could theoretically be identified as the international equivalent of “shovel-ready” projects.
However, the pressure on donors from would-be recipients to swiftly fulfill the 2010–2012 Copenhagen commitments could cause ill-considered disbursement. Donors should work with prospective
recipients to identify a suite of activities that are needed in many developing countries and that would
also deliver good value.42 As in the AIDS arena, donors are likely to direct a significant share of their
funds, at least initially, through bilateral instruments rather than multilateral ones—complicating
overall coherence. However, unlike AIDS treatment, there is no uniform set of climate change technologies to transfer.43
The longer-term challenge is identifying the appropriate institutional home for multilateral funds.
Currently, donors do not have full confidence that the GEF is the right custodian for the vast monies
envisioned, given concerns about its capacity and efficiency in shepherding projects through its review process. Before receiving investments of this magnitude, the GEF network would have to develop a more efficient process for ushering projects from conception to execution. Alternatively, donors may be tempted to create a new multilateral funding entity outside of the World Bank, like the
Global Fund for AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria. However, climate mitigation and adaptation touch
upon such a wide variety of issue areas that any such climate fund would likely rival or duplicate the
work of the World Bank. To begin to resolve the issue, the United Nations’ high-level panel should
elicit proposals from would-be institutional homes for all or portions of new multilateral climate
finance, perhaps through business plans, a short video, and a general sales pitch. As such, this moment of creation would become a contest of skills.
Despite diverse potential sources of climate finance and technology transfer, the sums of money
made available thus far—and the avoided emissions for developing countries—have been quite modest. Over the past year and a half, domestic stimulus packages have emerged as among the largest
sources of funds for clean energy, reversing a long-term slide in both public and private sector investments in energy. The challenge is how to use this money effectively in facilitating technological
innovation without making the kinds of mistakes made with energy and industrial policies in the
1970s (when governments picked “winning technologies” like synthetic fuels that later proved to be
bad bets). To avoid the historical problems with government selection, procurement policies and
technology prizes could be creative ways to encourage the development of a low-carbon economy.
Government action can facilitate changed behavior through incentives, procurement policies, and
regulation—but governments cannot succeed unless the collective consequences of micro-decisions
lead to declining greenhouse-gas emissions. Policies, therefore, need to encourage the mobilization
of private capital and the voluntary sharing of firms’ intellectual property. Some firms may be reluctant to sell energy-efficient technology to countries like China for fear that their products will be reverse-engineered and copied before they have time to recoup their investments. Donor states should
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support confidence-building between developing countries and private actors by encouraging recipient countries to adopt stronger regulations on intellectual property rights in exchange for larger
flows of private finance, backed by donor-supported export credit guarantees. Given constraints on
donor foreign assistance, the main source of funding to finance emissions reductions in developing
countries will need to come not from donors but from the private sector, particularly from companies seeking to avoid the costs of reducing emissions at home by financing low-cost emissions reductions in other countries.
MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT
Monitoring, reporting, and verification (MRV) emerged as a central issue at Copenhagen, with the
divide between the United States and China emblematic of a wider chasm between the North and the
South.44 Among other concerns, developing countries worry that international inspection of their
domestic practices will serve as a prelude to border taxes on their products and an infringement on
their sovereignty. From a Western perspective, the durability of the Copenhagen process hinges on
transparency, with robust data-sharing as a necessary confidence-building measure.45 If domestic
action becomes central to climate governance (and potentially a source of value for countries), reported emissions savings must be carefully tracked.
Much of the discussion at Copenhagen revolved around how intrusive MRV measures should be
for sovereign countries. The negotiated accord from Copenhagen ultimately allows for “international
consultation and analysis,” but the institutional implications of this ambiguous phrase remain the
subject of concern and it is unclear what entity will perform MRV functions. China and other countries like India may seek to reinterpret the language of Copenhagen to minimize the intrusiveness of
international monitoring. China has pledged to release the results of its emissions cuts every two
years, though the press release announcing this commitment noted: “China is not subject to international scrutiny on greenhouse gas emission reduction targets since it finances its own emission reduction efforts, which makes the practice an issue of sovereignty.”46
The institutional homes for monitoring and discussing these issues will be critical topics in 2010
and beyond. States currently submit their intent to associate with the Copenhagen Accord and their
related national plans to the UNFCCC secretariat. While the secretariat could conceivably extend
this collection function to analysis and evaluation, the institution is not currently equipped to undertake more substantive, technical reviews.
Instead, the world is moving toward a period in which countries establish national goals for action
and mandatory measures internally to achieve them, akin to what Robert Stavins called a “portfolio
of domestic commitments.”47 In each domestic domain, actors are free to adopt whatever mix of
measures aligns private activity with public purposes. Internationally, that process begins to look like
what was called “pledge and review” in the 1990s. Under pledge and review, governments periodically evaluate the status of implementation of each other’s commitments. If pledge and review becomes
the new mode of commitments in international climate governance, credible information about each
country’s emissions and their level of domestic effort will be essential.48 Much of the discussion at
Copenhagen revolved around how invasive such monitoring, reporting, and verification measures
should be, with China demurring that intrusive verification would be an affront to its sovereignty.
Interestingly, in other domains like drug quality—where China’s pharmaceutical sector has been
wracked by scandal—China has allowed outside inspectors from the U.S. Food and Drug Adminis-
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tration to become embedded locally to help monitor product quality.49 In a similar vein, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and China signed an agreement in November 2009 on technical assistance to China on monitoring emissions.50 To avoid having monitoring and reporting become casualties of hardened positions on both sides regarding verification, the United States should
offer to help facilitate monitoring and reporting while leaving verification as a separate issue to be
discussed in parallel.
While Copenhagen blessed domestic reporting subject to international consultation, more robust
monitoring will likely be needed. If globalizing national regulatory authorities is foreclosed politically
or practically, other arrangements such as Michael A. Levi’s recommendation for a Climate Policy
Review Mechanism could be pursued. This initiative would create a new organization or expand the
mandate of the IEA to track progress, compare the level of effort, and assess the collective consequences of action.51
Beyond monitoring lurks the more contentious issue of enforcement and sanctions for failure to
meet national commitments. As already mentioned, China and other countries are wary of MRV because they see it as a Trojan horse for protectionist tariffs on their products. If the U.S. Congress ever
passes climate change legislation—a more distant prospect after Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid
(D-NV) declined to put a climate bill on the legislative calendar in summer 2010—it will likely include language on border tax adjustments that would punish countries that do not have adequate climate policies with tariffs based on the carbon content of their products.52 If the Obama administration decides to fight hard for a climate bill at some point, it should ensure that the relevant legislation
provides maximal presidential flexibility to determine when to impose carbon levies. If Congress insists on an automatic tripwire, the resulting legislation could easily be politicized for protectionist
purposes and ill-serve the cause of climate protection.
The United States and Europe need to begin discussions on border tax adjustments and develop a
common platform that could survive scrutiny by the World Trade Organization (WTO). The WTO
may not be the most conducive forum for those discussions, as objections from China and other
member countries may scuttle them. Nonetheless, they are necessary to avoid a blow-up with China,
India, and other countries in the Doha Round, Cancun, or other settings. Supporters of free trade
will need to ensure that any such measures are employed in a nondiscriminatory manner to avoid
precipitating a trade war.53
EXCHANGE MECHANISMS
With disparate national, bilateral, and multilateral initiatives to address climate change, how these
institutions relate to each other becomes increasingly important. Clarification of how to count efforts at different levels of government involvement is needed, especially where actions of avoided
emissions are potentially valuable, tradable commodities. The Copenhagen Accord envisions a
process of periodic review, which would allow the international community to fully realize national
and global emissions-reduction efforts. However, it has not yet been decided whether and how to
establish exchange mechanisms that allow different national systems to recognize transactions and
activities across borders. These exchange mechanisms, otherwise known as “docking” stations, have
a goal of bringing nations into a global carbon market framework quickly. Such mechanisms are currently in their infancy.54
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Among the many questions for those contemplating linking systems are, first, what are the rules
by which one system will accept credits from another system? Second, how should fraud or malfeasance in one national system of emissions trading be dealt with in another after mutual recognition?
Third, where and how should disputes over transactions be adjudicated? Fourth, what percentage of
a country’s climate commitments can be met through action in another system? Fifth, and finally,
what kinds of actions are worthy of credits?
The European Union Emissions Trading System’s use of the CDM (and the lesser-employed Joint
Implementation process) is a prototype of linkage across countries. It allows European actors to meet
some of their climate commitments through action taken overseas. The European experience and the
broader CDM process, however, raise difficult questions about how to make the linkages work properly.
As more countries experiment with cap-and-trade systems, the potential for linkage across countries and challenges of mutual recognition, flexibility, and scale will loom large.55 Once different governments and regions establish systems that price carbon, they will inevitably face pressures to recognize each other’s schemes. Exchange across systems could allow actors to pay for investments in
other jurisdictions at lower cost, but also create opportunities for fraud and unscrupulous behavior
(particularly in countries with weak governance).
To minimize such risks, Robert Keohane and Kal Raustiala suggest that a decentralized, private
system of buyer liability would provide a self-enforcing and robust way to link disparate national capand-trade efforts. The value of credits would be a function of the perceived trustworthiness of each
political jurisdiction. Such a system would depend upon rating agencies to evaluate the credibility of
prospective permits and an annual review to ensure the quality of permits after the fact.56 Like pledge
and review, accurate and timely information would underpin this system. Given past problems with
fraudulent accounting in other domains of international finance, public policies are needed to ensure
the rating agencies themselves are credible. As part of its broader financial sector overhaul, the Obama administration ought to consider measures that would anticipate the challenges of accounting,
transparency, and trustworthiness in carbon markets.57
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The Role of Leading Emitters: The United States and China

The largest emitters must be at the heart of this new system of national action and international review. The two leading emitters, China and the United States, are responsible for more than 40 percent of global emissions of carbon dioxide, the main greenhouse gas. Neither has done nearly enough
to address its contribution to the problem. With nearly 15 percent of global carbon dioxide emissions, the European Union is another important emitter—but unlike the United States and China,
the European Union has more robust climate policies in place through its emissions-trading scheme.
Unless they inspire the United States and China to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions, efforts by the
European Union and others will produce meager results.
Both China and the United States are affected by one another’s ambition. China is not likely to go
beyond its current modest pledges until the United States does more. The United States is not likely
to do more if it remains unconvinced about China’s willingness to act. Global climate governance
should therefore focus on breaking through the barriers to action in each country.
THE UNITED STATES
The domestic constraints in the United States are well known. Treaty ratification requires the advice
and consent of two-thirds of the U.S. Senate. This is an unusually high bar that no other advanced
industrialized country faces. If there is going to be a legally binding climate treaty—and it is not obvious treaties are superior to other forms of agreement—the Kyoto experience suggests it must follow rather than precede domestic legislative action in the United States.58
However, the U.S. domestic legislative environment is also tough. Controversial bills in the Senate
typically require sixty votes to cut off debate and allow a vote on the merits. A domestic effort to legislate climate change requires near unanimity by the majority party and significant support from the
minority party. In a country as regionally diverse as the United States, with a high degree of party polarization, the political bar has been insuperable for nearly two decades.
Though the Obama administration has made a number of policy changes through executive action
(such as the EPA designation of carbon dioxide as a danger to human health), executive branch overreach could lead to lawsuits in the courts or legislative rejection, particularly if the Democrats lose
their majority status in Congress.59 With President Obama having secured a hard-won legislative
victory on healthcare, it appears unlikely that there is any congressional appetite for addressing
another far-reaching piece of legislation before the 2010 midterm elections—particularly after the oil
spill in the Gulf of Mexico that began in April 2010.
The fate of energy and climate legislation as of this writing rests with the U.S. Senate, where
Democrats command a majority but neither a filibuster-proof sixty votes nor sufficient party cohesion to ensure support from all Democratic senators. While senators John Kerry (D-MA) and Joe
Lieberman (I-CT) introduced a climate bill in the Senate in May 2010, they lost the critical support of
Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) in the lead-up to their announcement. As noted, the absence of Re-
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publican support led Majority Leader Harry Reid to table Senate consideration of a climate bill in
summer 2010, at least until after the August recess, but more likely for the remainder of 2010.
If this dynamic is ever going to change, the Obama administration needs to engage reticent Democratic and Republican elites on the science, ethics, and economic and security consequences of climate change. This effort will likely be more successful if it is conducted by the National Academy of
Sciences and other U.S. bodies rather than the IPCC. Prominent scientists within the Obama administration like John Holdren and Steven Chu could be effective messengers, though nonscientists (like
members of the faith community, including evangelist Pat Robertson, or military leaders) may ultimately prove more effective interlocutors. In addition to Senator Graham, Republican emissaries like
former senator John Warner of Virginia are essential to help diminish partisan division on this issue.
Without Republican supporters, there will be no Senate bill. Without U.S. legislation, other governments (principally China) will not face sufficient pressure to deepen their commitments beyond
what will be achieved through business-as-usual efficiency gains. Without domestic climate legislation, the United States will not be able to mobilize adequate foreign assistance or private resources to
realize low-cost emissions reductions or to assist developing countries. In turn, other countries’ disbursement of funds will likely fall short of previously announced pledges. The European Union still
harbors illusions that Cancun will make progress toward a final deal on a treaty. The Obama administration must convince the major EU players that pushing for a treaty in 2010 is a poor allocation of
time and energy. However, without domestic legislation of its own, the United States has less leverage over the Europeans to make that case effectively.60
CHINA
China has historically clung to the principle of “common but differentiated responsibilities” and its
status as a developing country to resist imposition of climate commitments.61 China’s negotiators
have frequently cited its low per capita emissions of greenhouse gases compared to other countries
and the historic responsibility of the developed world for the problem. However, with China’s emissions surging past those of the United States and projected to be nearly 30 percent of global emissions by 2030, China’s position has become increasingly untenable. China has gradually recognized
that its policies have to change.
That said, China will resist actions that take away from the core objective of economic growth.
China’s leadership continues to view energy and climate policies primarily through the prism of economic competitiveness rather than of environmental harm (though that is starting to change given
China’s long coastlines and reliance on glaciers for fresh water).62 To the extent that energy efficiency, renewables, and pollution control are increasingly seen as enhancing energy security, buttressing
competitiveness, and avoiding unwanted public health expenditures, addressing climate change and
pursuing economic growth can be complementary. However, should climate commitments be perceived as costly to economic growth, China’s climate change goals are likely to be scaled back.
Aligning the actions of the United States and China remains a delicate task. Prior to Copenhagen,
bilateral meetings yielded a handful of agreements on technology and research. However, with China
as the instigator of a weak final agreement in Copenhagen, bilateral climate relations temporarily
chilled before normalizing again. China has begun to reorient priorities and internal incentives to
reward a lower carbon trajectory, with ambitious energy efficiency goals (a 20 percent reduction in
energy use per unit of output between 2006 and 2010).
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Prior to Copenhagen, China announced intensity targets to reduce the amount of emissions per
unit of output by 40 to 45 percent by 2020 compared to 2005 levels. Some observers see this goal as
disappointing, offering little improvement beyond efficiency gains a growing economy would deliver
anyway, though others believe it could be quite ambitious and difficult to attain.63 It remains unclear
whether China’s intensity target is sufficiently ambitious to allay the concerns of members of Congress.64 If President Obama can ever clear the legislative hurdle, passage of climate legislation may
catalyze more ambitious action by China.65
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Conclusion

Governments are currently experimenting with new forms of cooperation on climate governance,
but that moment will not last and eventually will coalesce around a handful of initiatives. As experimentation continues with new organizational forms, existing institutions like the UNFCCC and the
World Bank will be reluctant to cede ground to new institutions. The collection of new and old institutions that emerges from the present state of flux may not be the most effective and, indeed, the
main result of this moment of creativity could be disorder, incoherence, and disappointment. The
suite of measures proposed here—restoring the IPCC’s credibility, exploring new venues for climate
coordination, mobilizing climate financing, depoliticizing the review process, and elaborating on the
rules for system linkage—could significantly improve the tenor and substance of global climate governance.
Somewhat paradoxically, progress in this new pluralistic world of climate governance will require
traditional government initiatives such as national action and bilateral cooperation. Market mechanisms like emissions trading are likely to be pursued within (and even between) national systems.
While private actors are going to have to carry out the climate change agenda, the regulatory authorities capable of overseeing and guiding such action are domestic ones (or in the case of the European
Union, regional organizations). Copenhagen’s main achievement may have been to recognize this
dynamic and to gear subsequent action around robust national enforcement and periodic peer review.
In terms of priorities, policymakers need to establish clear goals for progress leading up to Cancun
in December 2010, which will be a test of whether the UNFCCC process can adapt to a changed diplomatic landscape. The UNFCCC secretariat ought to use its reporting mechanisms to collect and
summarize the status of commitments and action taken in other venues. In the lead-up to Cancun,
actors should focus on specific goals that can be achieved this year, which include developing guidelines on international peer review of national action and identifying an institutional home and rules
for managing the Copenhagen Green Climate Fund. Given how close the Copenhagen meeting was
to an agreement on reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation (REDD), Cancun
could yield a breakthrough on the rules for moving forward in this area.66
The UNFCCC will remain a critical policy hub, but in the coming months and years, other institutions and processes will also have an opportunity to show their worth. The Major Economies Forum
may helpfully lead on strategies for sectoral emissions reductions, the G20 on the removal of energy
subsidies, the G2 on U.S.-China technology agreements, the WTO or the OECD on trade adjustment, and new issue-specific institutions on forests and other topics. While this new landscape may
look more confusing at first, the vigorous competition of numerous institutions for progress on climate change offers a productive way forward over the debilitating stalemate of recent years. Of high
priority are finding institutional homes for the Copenhagen Green Climate Fund and a review mechanism for monitoring and evaluation. The United States should also focus its energies on transforming the MEF (where most of the world’s leading emitters are represented) into one of the core
venues for decision-making on emissions.
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These proposals, however, will largely remain impossible without U.S. leadership. Of particular
importance is passage of domestic climate legislation, no less true despite the U.S. Senate’s unwillingness to take up a bill in summer 2010. Without such legislation, confidence in the Copenhagen
Accord will likely dissipate. In the absence of a bill, the United States will have to rely on congressional appropriations to meet its pledges to developing countries for climate finance, and given the
economic situation, other countries will be loath to accept costly commitments that would be rendered ineffective in the absence of U.S. action. To prevent another lost decade of global climate policy, the Obama administration must develop a strategy to find the votes in the Senate for passage of a
climate bill. While federal enforcement through the EPA of greenhouse gas restrictions and statelevel action remain second-best alternatives, the Obama administration should find the political wherewithal to break the legislative impasse, lest the new era ushered in by the Copenhagen Accord end
as quickly as it began.
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Appendix 1: A Review of the Functions and Core Institutions of Climate Governance
Function

Core Institutions

Strengths

Weaknesses

Information

Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC)

Generally seen as
authoritative
aggregator of
scientific opinion.

Target of climate
skeptic backlash in
late 2009 and early
2010.

Coordination

Financing and
Technology
Transfer

Secretariat of the UN
Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC)
in Bonn, Conferences
of Parties (COPs)

Commitments: COPs,
Group of Twenty
(G20)
Implementation
Adaptation: Global
Environment Facility
(GEF)

Keeps track of the
paper trail of
government
communications
and keeps the
process of
meetings moving.

GEF manages
funding disbursement to implementing agencies.

Secretariat too
weak to impose will
on states.
COP too unwieldy
for coordination.

COP pledges of
funds may not materialize.
GEF not trusted by
developing countries.
GEF slow to dis-

Potential
Remedy
More transparency and
better factchecking in
assessment
reports.

Outreach to
Republican
elites by U.S.
scientists.
Divide up
meta-issue
into more
manageable
pieces.
Assign issues
to more specialized bodies.
Experiment
with other
venues (Major
Economies
Forum,
Group of
Twenty, AsiaPacific Partnership, International
Energy Agency, Group of
Two).
Leverage public and private
financing for
mitigation/
adaptation
through
domestic legislation and
trading re-
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Mitigation: Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)

burse funds.

gimes.

GEF has not
received adequate
pledges from donors.

Identify suite
of core adaptation investments.

CDM, working on
project-by-project
basis, has too-high
transactions costs
to facilitate sufficiently large-scale
transfers and emissions
savings.

Coordinate
donor giving
on adaptation.
Establish rules
for sectoral
credits.

CDM system has
been gamed by
some agents, particularly in China,
to secure funding.

Monitoring

National governments, European Environment Agency,
UNFCCC
To be determined.

Exchange
Mechanisms

European Union,
CDM
Largely to be
determined.

Technology is largely controlled by private actors, making
it difficult for governments to
mandate transfer.
Institutionalizing
international
scrutiny of domestic
action and reporting is central in a
world of pledge and
review.
Different systems
may embrace different standards for
crediting emissions.

Establish
international
climate review
board.

Establish
bilateral
recognition
agreements
between
countries that
have cap-andtrade systems.
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